Shape up! How shape, size and addition of condiments influence eating behavior towards vegetables
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Practical approaches to increase consumption of healthy foods such as vegetables are needed. Controlling eating rate is a promising strategy, since faster eating rates have been related to higher food intake. Food properties can be modified to influence eating rates, but little is known about the impact of vegetable dimensions and condiment additions on eating rates of vegetables. This study determined the influence of shape, size and condiment properties on eating behavior towards carrots. Eating behavior (mastication time, number of chews, chewing frequency, eating rate) was determined for carrots with same total weight but different shapes (cube, julienne), and varying in size, number of pieces and aspect ratio. Carrots presented in one large cube required the lowest mastication effort (shortest mastication time, fewest chews) among all pre-cut carrots. Carrot cubes required less mastication effort leading to higher eating rates than carrots julienne. To investigate the effect of condiment addition on eating behavior towards carrots, mayonnaises varying in fat content and viscosity were combined with carrots, and mastication behavior and bolus properties were determined. Mayonnaises, in particular those with high fat content or low viscosity, contributed to faster bolus formation of carrots. Carrots were swallowed with less particles of larger sizes when mayonnaises were added. These results indicate that a specific particle size is not a prerequisite to induce swallowing, and that other bolus properties such as lubrication or cohesiveness trigger the urge to swallow. We conclude that eating behavior towards carrots can be controlled by relatively small changes in both carrot and condiment properties. To increase carrot intake by increasing eating rate, we suggest to avoid cutting of carrots or to add condiments, which could be an effective strategy to increase vegetable consumption or to decrease mastication effort to target the elderly population.

1. Introduction

Vegetables are considered healthy because of their low energy content and their high vitamin, mineral, phytochemical and fiber content.1 Therefore, vegetable consumption is beneficial for human health. People who eat vegetables as part of their daily diet have a reduced risk of many chronic diseases such as obesity, cardio-vascular diseases and certain forms of cancer.2 Although the beneficial health effects of vegetables are well-known, the actual recommended daily intake of vegetables is still not met by the majority of the population.3,4 In the Netherlands, the mean vegetable intake was 127 g day−1 in 2012–2014, and only 15% of Dutch adults met the recommended amount of 200 g day−1.5,6 Practical approaches to increase the consumption of vegetables are needed, and therefore a better understanding of the factors that influence vegetable intake is necessary.

One of the approaches to increase vegetable intake is by controlling eating rate.7 Eating rate (g min−1) directly relates to oro-sensory exposure time, which is a main determinant of satiation and ad libitum intake. Faster eating rates have been related to higher food intake, and increasing the eating rates of vegetables is therefore desired to lower satiation and increase vegetable intake. Eating rates are known to depend on both consumer characteristics and food properties.8,9,10–12 Unfortunately, consumer characteristics such as age, gender and ethnicity are fixed and cannot be influenced. Food properties such as food texture and shape, on the other hand, can be modified, which can be used as an effective strategy to influence eating rate, satiation and intake of vegetables.
Vegetables naturally differ in shape and size, and consumers use multiple preparation techniques such as cutting, cooking, steaming and baking before vegetable consumption. These preparation techniques often soften the vegetables. It is well-known that softer foods require lower mastication efforts (mastication time, number of chews, muscle activity), are consumed at higher eating rates leading to higher intake, than harder foods.\textsuperscript{13-16} However, less is known about the effect of shape and size of vegetables on eating behavior and \textit{ad libitum} intake. Kohyama \textit{et al.} (2007) investigated eating behavior towards carrot cubes (20 × 20 × 20 mm, ∼7 g) and finely cut carrots (fine strips of 1 × 1.5 × 30 mm, ∼7 g). Finely cut carrots required longer mastication time, more chews with a higher muscle activity, and were consumed at lower eating rates than carrot cubes.\textsuperscript{17} However, it is not well understood why there is a difference in eating behavior between carrot cubes and carrots julienne. The effect of carrot shape on bolus formation was not determined in this study. Investigating the bolus properties of carrots varying in shape might help to explain the observed differences in eating behavior. Recently, Goh \textit{et al.} (2017) and Liem \textit{et al.} (2019) investigated the influence of vegetable size on vegetable intake. Intake of whole carrots (160 × 30 × 20 mm, ∼7 g) and carrot cubes (20 × 20 × 20 mm, ∼10 g) by children was determined in a controlled school setting and a real-life movie setting. Intake of whole carrots was higher than intake of carrot cubes in both settings (consumption increased with 75\% in the movie setting), demonstrating that carrot shape influences carrot intake.\textsuperscript{18,19} However, it is not clearly understood how the size of vegetables influences eating behavior and bolus formation. Taking the mastication behavior and bolus properties of vegetables into consideration allows to better understand the mechanisms underlying vegetable intake. Based on this knowledge, practical approaches to increase the consumption of vegetables might be devised.

Vegetables are frequently consumed together with condiments, for example with dips (vegetables cut in beams, combined with mayonnaise, hummus or yogurt-based dressing), as Russian salad (vegetables cooked and cut in small cubes, combined with mayonnaise or salad dressings) or coleslaw (vegetables cut julienne, combined with mayonnaise or salad dressing). The development of fat-reduced condiments has raised the past years, to provide flavors to meals without adding high levels of fat or calories. However, little is known about the effect of condiment addition and its properties on eating behavior towards vegetables. In the case of carrier foods with relatively low water content such as toast or crackers, it is known that condiments facilitate bolus formation by moistening and softening food boli, which leads to shorter mastication times to break down and lubricate boli enough to be safely swallowed.\textsuperscript{20-22} The shorter mastication times are due to the ability of toast and crackers to absorb moisture from saliva or condiments, which softens these foods by increasing moisture content.\textsuperscript{22} Vegetables are quite different from toast and crackers, as they have a high moisture content and are speculated to not absorb moisture from saliva or condiments during mastication. Therefore, vegetables require different oral processing strategies than toast and crackers.\textsuperscript{21,24} The impact of condiments on bolus formation is expected to be different for vegetables than for toast or crackers. Instead of acting as a food softener, the condiments will just be mixed with the vegetables. Further understanding of the effect of condiment properties on mastication behavior towards vegetables such as carrots may be used to control food intake of different vegetable-condiment combinations.

The objective of this study was to determine the effect of shape, size and addition of condiments differing in physicochemical properties on eating behavior towards carrots. We chose mayonnaise as a representative for the condiment, as it is often used with carrots to make salads or used as an ingredient for dips. Raw carrots were cut into cubes and julienne pieces of various sizes and aspect ratios, which were assessed with and without mayonnaise. Carrots cut into cubes or julienne represent simplified model foods for vegetables with dip and vegetable salads such as coleslaw. We hypothesize that carrots varying in shape are consumed with different mastication efforts and eating rates leading to different bolus properties at the moment of swallowing. The addition of mayonnaise to carrots is hypothesized to stick carrot pieces together by which it aids the bolus formation of carrots. Studying the effect of vegetable shape and size and the addition of condiments on eating behavior towards vegetables is relevant because it imparts structural changes during consumption, thereby impacting bioaccessibility of ingredients, oro-sensory exposure time, satiation and food intake. This knowledge can be used to alter the eating behavior of specific target consumer groups, such as the increasing elderly population.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Carrot preparation

An overview of all carrot samples is presented in Table 1. Fresh raw carrots (\textit{Daucus carota}; winter carrot; purchased from local retailer in Wageningen, Netherlands) were peeled and cut into cubes (15 × 15 × 15 mm) and julienne pieces (90 × 3 × 2 mm), which were further cut to obtain cube and julienne samples varying in number and size of carrot pieces. All samples were served at similar total weight of approximately 4.2 g. For the carrot cubes, carrots were cut into one large cube, eight medium-sized cubes, 27 small-sized cubes and 64 very small-sized cubes using a knife. The sample codes used for the cubes are C_1, C_8, C_27 and C_64, in which the first letter refers to the shape (Cube C), and the number refers to the number of pieces. For the julienne carrots, carrots were cut using a spiral slicer (Gefu Spiral Slicer Spirelli 2.0) and a knife into eight long julienne pieces, 24 medium-long julienne pieces and 64 short julienne pieces. The sample codes used for the carrot julienne are J_8, J_24 and J_64, in which the first letter refers to the shape (Julienne J), and the number refers to the number of pieces. All carrot samples were prepared freshly the morning of the session and vacuum packed until serving to minimize water loss.
2.2 Mayonnaise preparation

The mayonnaise formulations and properties are summarized in Table 2. Mayonnaises were prepared using sunflower oil, egg yolk, lemon juice and mustard. All ingredients were purchased from a local retailer in Wageningen, the Netherlands. Three mayonnaises (full fat/high viscosity, low fat/high viscosity, low fat/low viscosity) varying in fat content (77 and 28% w/w) and viscosity (high viscosity: approximately 190 Pa s at 1 s<sup>-1</sup>; low viscosity: approximately 21 Pa s at 1 s<sup>-1</sup>) were prepared. The sample codes used for the mayonnaises are FF_HV, LF_HV, and LF_LV, in which the first two letters refer to full fat (FF) or low fat (LF), and the last two letters to high viscosity (HV) or low viscosity (LV). Mayonnaises were prepared at room temperature (20 ± 1 °C) using a mixer (Thermomix, Vorwerk, Germany, speed 3). For the FF_HV mayonnaise, 16 g egg yolk, 3 g lemon juice and 5 g mustard were mixed and stirred for 10 s, after which 80 g sunflower oil was gradually added in 3 min. For the low-fat mayonnaises (LF_HV and LF_LV), first xanthan (5 g for LF_HV and 2 g for LF_LV) (E415, Pit&Pit bvba, Belgium) was gradually added to 50 g water under continuous stirring, and the mixture was heated at 80 °C for 5 minutes until all xanthan was dissolved. The solution was cooled down to room temperature, and then, 16 g egg yolk, 3 g lemon juice and 5 g mustard were added and mixed for 10 s. 30 g sunflower oil was then added slowly in 3 min. All mayonnaises were mixed for 2 min after addition of the oil.

To characterize the flow properties of the three mayonnaises, flow curves were determined using a rheometer (Anton Paar Rheometer 301) equipped with an Inset I-PP50/SS plate and a CP50-1 cone. The viscosity of the mayonnaises was measured by putting 0.5 g mayonnaise on the plate, applying a resting period of 5 min, and then shearing at shear rates ranging from 1 s<sup>-1</sup> to 1000 s<sup>-1</sup> in 5 min (30 measurement points of 10 s each). Measurements were performed for each new batch (n = 5) in duplicate at room temperature (20 ± 1 °C).

Table 2 (A) Formulations of mayonnaises and relative concentrations of all ingredients (% w/w) and (B) properties of mayonnaises varying in fat content and viscosity (mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A) Formulation</th>
<th>Full fat/high viscosity (FF_HV)</th>
<th>Low fat/high viscosity (LF_HV)</th>
<th>Low fat/low viscosity (LF_LV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass (g)</td>
<td>Concentration (% w/w)</td>
<td>Mass (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower oil</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg yolk</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon juice</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xanthan</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(B) Mayonnaise properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fat content (% w/w)</th>
<th>Viscosity at 1 s&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; (Pa s)</th>
<th>Viscosity at 10 s&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; (Pa s)</th>
<th>Viscosity at 100 s&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt; (Pa s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FF_HV</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>186 ± 79</td>
<td>29 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF_HV</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>193 ± 37</td>
<td>15 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF_LV</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21 ± 5</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Aspect ratio is here defined as the length of one piece divided by the width of one piece.*
2.3 Carrots varying in shape

The mastication behavior towards carrots varying in shape, number of pieces and size of pieces (Table 1) was determined. 17 subjects (7 male and 10 female, between 20 and 34 years old) participated. All subjects were European, Caucasian healthy adults with good dental health (self-reported), non-smoking habits (self-reported) and frequent carrot consumers (self-reported). Each subject attended one session of 45 min during which mastication behavior was determined using video recordings (section 2.5). The mastication behavior towards four carrot cubes (C_1, C_8, C_27 and C_64) and three julienne carrots (J_8, J_24 and J_64) was quantified. This yielded a total of 7 samples, which were assessed in duplicate. All samples were served at a weight of 4.2 g. Samples were served on a spoon in randomized order following a completely randomized design. Samples were coded with 3 digit codes. Subjects cleaned their palate after consumption of each sample with water and crackers. Subjects gave written informed consent and received financial compensation for participation.

2.4 Carrots without and with mayonnaises varying in fat content and viscosity

The mastication behavior and bolus properties of carrots differing in shape without and with mayonnaises in varying in fat content and viscosity (FF_HV, LF_HV and LF_LV) were determined. Carrot cubes (C_1) and carrots julienne (J_8) were used, since these carrots were the most different with respect to mastication behavior (see section 3.1). 20 subjects (9 male and 11 female, between 18 and 25 years old) participated. All subjects were European, Caucasian healthy adults with good dental health (self-reported), non-smoking habits (self-reported), frequent carrot consumers (self-reported), and no allergies or intolerances for mayonnaises. Seven of the subjects also participated in the previous test (carrots varying in shape), whereas 13 participants performed only this one. Each subject attended three sessions of 60 min over a time period of four weeks. Mastication behavior was determined in duplicate using video recordings, as described by Aguayo-Mendoza et al. (2019) and van Eck et al. (2019). Subjects were seated in a chair with a video camera placed in front of them at a distance of approximately 50 cm. At the start of the session, the researcher placed two stickers with a distance of 5 cm on the subjects’ forehead, one sticker on the subjects’ nose tip, one sticker on the subjects’ chin, and one sticker on the subjects’ Adam’s apple. These stickers were used as reference points during the video analyses. Subjects were instructed to chew each sample as they would do naturally, to maintain their head straight to the camera, not to block their face with their hand, and to raise their hand to indicate the moment of swallowing.

Video analyses were performed using Kinovea software (version 0.8.15) to determine total mastication time (s), number of chews and chewing frequency (chews per s). Each video was calibrated by setting the distance between the two stickers on the forehead as 5 cm. The Y coordinates of the nose and chin stickers were extracted over time. All analyses were performed at 15 frames per second.

Total mastication time (s) was defined as the time period from placing the sample in the mouth (i.e. the moment the lips were closed after placing the food in the mouth) until the moment of swallowing (i.e. the moment that the subjects raised their hand to indicate swallowing, verified by a movement of the Adam’s apple sticker). Subjects generally took multiple swallows during mastication, and only the main swallow (i.e. the moment they swallowed the bolus) was used to determine total mastication time. The number of chews was determined by tracking the difference in Y coordinates between the nose and the chin sticker (i.e. vertical displacement) during total mastication time. Chewing frequency was calculated by dividing the number of chews by the mastication time. Eating rate (g min\(^{-1}\)) was calculated by dividing the sample weight by the total mastication time in minutes.

2.5 Characterization of mastication behavior using video recordings

Mastication behavior (total mastication time, number of chews, chewing frequency and eating rate) was characterized in duplicate using video recordings, as described by Aguayo-Mendoza et al. (2019) and van Eck et al. (2019). Subjects were seated in a chair with a video camera placed in front of them at a distance of approximately 50 cm. At the start of the session, the researcher placed two stickers with a distance of 5 cm on the subjects’ forehead, one sticker on the subjects’ nose tip, one sticker on the subjects’ chin, and one sticker on the subjects’ Adam’s apple. These stickers were used as reference points during the video analyses. Subjects were instructed to chew each sample as they would do naturally, to maintain their head straight to the camera, not to block their face with their hand, and to raise their hand to indicate the moment of swallowing.

Video analyses were performed using Kinovea software (version 0.8.15) to determine total mastication time (s), number of chews and chewing frequency (chews per s). Each video was calibrated by setting the distance between the two stickers on the forehead as 5 cm. The Y coordinates of the nose and chin stickers were extracted over time. All analyses were performed at 15 frames per second.

Total mastication time (s) was defined as the time period from placing the sample in the mouth (i.e. the moment the lips were closed after placing the food in the mouth) until the moment of swallowing (i.e. the moment that the subjects raised their hand to indicate swallowing, verified by a movement of the Adam’s apple sticker). Subjects generally took multiple swallows during mastication, and only the main swallow (i.e. the moment they swallowed the bolus) was used to determine total mastication time. The number of chews was determined by tracking the difference in Y coordinates between the nose and the chin sticker (i.e. vertical displacement) during total mastication time. Chewing frequency was calculated by dividing the number of chews by the mastication time. Eating rate (g min\(^{-1}\)) was calculated by dividing the sample weight by the total mastication time in minutes.

2.6 Characterization of bolus properties

Subjects were instructed to chew the samples and to expectorate the bolus at the moment of swallowing (i.e. 100% of total mastication time). This time point was determined for each sample by averaging the mastication times of all subjects and all replicates obtained during the video recordings. Boli were collected in pre-weighed containers covered with lids to prevent moisture evaporation from the samples. Immediately after bolus expectoration, subjects were instructed to take a sip of water, to thoroughly rinse their mouth and to expectorate the debris in a separate container.

2.6.1 Carrot retention and loss. The containers with expectorated bolus were weighed to determine the weight of the total bolus. After weighing, the bolus was sieved with a 1 mm sieve with water for 1 min, washed with acetone, and left in
the sieve for 1 min. This process caused the mayonnaise and/or saliva to pass through the sieve and the majority of carrot particles to be retained. Hence, carrot particles less than 1 mm were discarded (typically less than 1% of all carrot particles). The retained carrot particles were weighed in order to determine the weight of carrot retained in the bolus (\(m_0\)). This approach (i.e. sieving, washing, drying and weighing) was also applied to the debris samples to determine the weight of carrot retained in the debris (\(m_d\)). Mass of lost carrots (\(m_{lost}\)) due to swallowing was calculated using \(m_{lost} = m_0 - (m_d + m_a)\), where \(m_a\) is the weight of the carrot before consumption (i.e. 4.2 g). This calculation was based on the assumption that the bolus was fully consumed (typically no carrot pieces were left on the spoon).

2.6.2 Particle size distribution. Following carrot retention and loss, particle size distribution of carrots in the bolus was determined using image analysis. For each bolus, the researcher placed two times 0.5 g of carrot particles obtained from the bolus in a Petri dish (120 × 120 × 17 mm). Hence, 1 g of the total bolus (0.5 g in duplicate) was used for particle size characterization. Individual particles were separated from each other using a spatula. The Petri dishes were placed on a flatbed scanner (Canon CanoScan 9000F MarkII) and a color picture with a black background was taken. Pictures were imported into ImageJ (version 1.51f, National Institute of Health, USA) to conduct particle size analysis. Pictures were converted to an 8-bit image, after which a black and white threshold was applied to obtain a binary image. For each image, the number of particles, average \(d_{50}\) particle area (\(\text{mm}^2\)) and average particle roundness were obtained. Since carrot particles were not spherical, the area rather than diameter was taken as a measure to represent particle size.

2.7 Data analysis

Results were reported as mean values with standard error. Outliers (Z-score > 3.29) were removed from the data (typically less than 1.2% of all values). To investigate the mastication behavior towards carrots varying in shape, size and number, linear mixed models were performed with shape as fixed effect and subject, replicate and serving order as random effects using Lmer package.\(^{25}\) In addition, Pearson’s product-moment correlations (\(r\)) were used to determine the relationships between carrot shape properties (number of pieces, surface area, aspect ratio) and mastication behavior parameters (mastication time, number of chews, eating rate). To investigate the addition of mayonnaises on mastication behavior and bolus properties of carrots, linear mixed models were performed with mayonnaise, shape and mayonnaise:shape as fixed effects and subject as random effect using Lmer package.\(^{25}\) In addition, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on the bolus properties data, in which the mastication behavior parameters (total mastication time, number of chews) were plotted as supplementary variables using SensorMineR package.\(^{26}\) R language (RStudio, version 1.0.143) was used to perform all statistical tests. Significance level of \(p<0.05\) was chosen.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Influence of shape, number and size of carrot pieces on mastication behavior

Fig. 1 shows the total mastication time (A), the number of chews until swallowing (B) and the eating rate (C) for the different carrot samples. All samples had similar weight (approximately 4.2 g), so the differences can be attributed to a separate effect of the shape, size or number of pieces. Total mastication time (\(F = 25.5, \ p < 0.001\)), number of chews required to swallow carrots (\(F = 15.3, \ p < 0.001\)) and eating rate (\(F = 21.1, \ p < 0.001\)) were significantly influenced by the way carrots were cut before consumption. Even though subjects adapted the time and number of chews to a large extent, their chewing frequencies did not differ between samples varying in

---

Fig. 1 Total mastication time (A), number of chews until swallowing (B) and eating rate (C) for carrots varying in shape, number and size of carrot pieces. The sample codes refer to the shape (C for cube, J for julienne) and the number of carrot pieces (Table 1). Carrots cut in cubes are presented in dark grey, carrots cut julienne in light grey. Mean values (\(n = 17\) subjects, in duplicate) together with standard error of the mean are shown. The dashed line represents the mean values of one carrot cube (C_1). Different letters indicate significant differences between means (\(p < 0.05\)). Pictures of the carrot samples are presented for illustration purposes.
of the number, size and shape of carrot pieces ($F = 0.6$, $p = 0.695$). Chewing frequency of all carrot samples was about 1.4 chews per s. This is in line with previous studies on eating behavior towards raw carrots.\(^{11,13,17}\)

Carrots cut into one cube (C_1) were consumed with the shortest chewing time (20 ± 1 s), fewest chews (27 ± 2) and highest eating rate (13.4 ± 0.6 g min\(^{-1}\)) among all samples tested. Cutting carrots into multiple smaller cubes (C_8, C_27 and C_64) did not significantly affect mastication times [21 ± 1 s, 22 ± 1 s and 21 ± 1 s], numbers of chews (28 ± 1, 30 ± 2, 30 ± 1) and eating rates (12.3 ± 0.4 g min\(^{-1}\), 11.8 ± 0.5 g min\(^{-1}\), 11.7 ± 0.3 g min\(^{-1}\)) compared to C_1. Much larger effects were observed when carrots were cut into julienne pieces (J_8, J_24 and J_64), leading to increased total mastication times, increased number of chews and decreased eating rates. Consumption of J_8, J_24 and J_64 required 28 ± 1 s and 38 ± 2 chews ($p < 0.001$, $p < 0.001$), 27 ± 2 s and 37 ± 2 chews ($p < 0.001$, $p < 0.001$) and 25 ± 1 s and 34 ± 2 chews ($p < 0.001$, $p < 0.001$), respectively. Eating rates of J_8, J_24 and J_64 were 9.3 ± 0.4, 10.0 ± 0.5 and 10.5 ± 0.5 g min\(^{-1}\), respectively. This result indicates that cutting carrots, in particular into julienne shape, increases rather than reduces mastication effort required to form a bolus that is safe to swallow and consequently reduces eating rate. This observation might be explained by the selection function, which describes that larger particles are more likely to be selected by the molars to be further broken-down during chewing than smaller particles.\(^{27,28}\) Pre-cut carrots have a higher number of smaller particles already at the beginning of mastication, which leads to a lower particle selection chance and consequently the consumption of smaller carrot pieces requires a higher mastication effort to break down all particles to a certain size to form a bolus that is safe to swallow. Similar findings were reported by Kohyama \textit{et al.}, who found that finely cutting carrots increased consumers mastication effort.\(^{17}\) However, for other foods such as gelatin gels, surimi gels or roast pork, no effect of pre-cutting on the mastication effort has been observed.\(^{17,29,30}\) This discrepancy could be attributed to the different mechanical properties of these foods. In the case of soft and tough foods such as gels or roast pork, swallowing might be triggered more by factors such as cohesiveness or lubrication than by particle size, and consequently initial particle size and number have little effect on mastication effort. However, in the case of harder foods such as carrots, particle size is a main factor in swallowing determination.\(^{24,31}\) Harder foods require smaller bolus particles before the bolus can be swallowed. Consumers therefore use more time and effort to break down all initial particles to a smaller size and to bind these particles together into a cohesive bolus that is safe to swallow.\(^{32}\)

A comparison of carrot cubes and julienne carrots with similar number of pieces reveals that shape alters the mastication behavior towards carrot pieces to a large extent. Carrot cubes were chewed for shorter time, with fewer chews and with higher eating rate than julienne carrots (Fig. 1). Samples consisting of 8 (C_8), 27 (C_27) and 64 (C_64) carrot cubes were chewed for 21 ± 1, 22 ± 1 and 21 ± 1 s, whereas this was 28 ± 1, 27 ± 1 and 25 ± 1 s for samples consisting of 8 (J_8), 24 (J_24) and 64 (J_64) julienne pieces, respectively (Fig. 1A). This effect was significant for all sample comparisons; containing 8 pieces ($p < 0.001$), 27 versus 24 pieces ($p < 0.001$) and the 64 smallest pieces ($p = 0.002$). The difference in mastication time is also reflected in differences in number of chews and eating rates. C_8, C_27 and C_64 required 28 ± 1, 30 ± 1 and 30 ± 1 number of chews and were consumed at eating rates of 12.3 ± 0.4, 11.8 ± 0.5 and 11.7 ± 0.3 g min\(^{-1}\), whereas this was 38 ± 2, 37 ± 2 and 34 ± 2 chews and 9.3 ± 0.4, 10.0 ± 0.5 and 10.5 ± 0.5 g min\(^{-1}\) for J_8, J_24 and J_64 (Fig. 1B and C). The number of pieces was not significantly correlated with total mastication time ($r = 0.05$, $p = 0.446$), number of chews ($r = 0.04$, $p = 0.501$) and eating rate ($r = -0.09$, $p = 0.154$).

These differences in oral processing parameters between the cubes and the julienne carrots are related to the shape of the pieces, and might be explained by differences in aspect ratio or surface area (Table 1). To evaluate how these factors are correlated, Fig. 2 shows mastication time, number of chews and eating rate versus aspect ratio and total surface area of all pieces. Aspect ratio and total surface area of all pieces are both positively correlated with mastication time (aspect ratio: $r = 0.37$, $p < 0.001$; surface area: $r = 0.42$, $p < 0.001$), number of chews (aspect ratio: $r = 0.30$, $p < 0.001$; surface area: $r = 0.33$, $p < 0.001$) and eating rate (aspect ratio: $r = -0.34$, $p < 0.001$; surface area: $r = -0.41$, $p < 0.001$). Surface area seems to be stronger correlated with the eating behavior measures than aspect ratio. Aspect ratio and total surface area of all pieces are higher for julienne than for cubes. A higher aspect ratio and surface area would increase the possible contact between the pieces and the teeth, and thereby increase the biting chance. It is easier to bite into a compact cube than into a long thin piece, which often first need to be positioned between the teeth by the tongue before it can be bitten in pieces. However, this does not appear to decrease mastication effort (total mastication time, number of chews). In the case of multiple smaller julienne pieces, they are distributed throughout the oral cavity and more effort is therefore required to place them between the teeth before one can bite. In addition, in the case of a higher surface area, also more saliva (and thus more mastication time) might be needed to paste the julienne particles together to form a bolus that is lubricated and cohesive enough to be safely swallowed. Thus, food particles with a high aspect ratio and/or a high surface area are more difficult to form a safe-to-swallow bolus than those with a low aspect ratio and/or a low surface area. Together, these data highlight that shape has a large impact on mastication effort required to safely swallow raw carrots and consequently also on eating rate. A controlled eating rate could potentially influence vegetable intake. Specific implications of these findings will be discussed later in more detail (section 3.3).

3.2 Effect of addition of mayonnaise varying in fat content and viscosity on oral processing behavior towards carrots

To investigate the effect of condiment addition on oral processing behavior, mayonnaises that differed in viscosity and fat
content were added to carrots (one large cube, C_1 and 8 juliennne pieces, J_8). Although mastication effort (total mastication time, number of chews until swallowing, eating rate) of carrots (C_1, J_8) with mayonnaises was mainly driven by the carrot properties, an effect of mayonnaise properties was also observed for mastication time, number of chews and eating rate (mayonnaise effect; $F = 10.1, p < 0.001$ for total mastication time; $F = 5.1, p = 0.002$ for number of chews; $F = 115.8, p < 0.001$ for eating rate). Addition of mayonnaise to carrots did not affect chewing frequencies (around 1.3 to 1.4 chews per s) of carrot cubes and carrots julienne ($F = 1.4, p = 0.257$). As shown in Fig. 3, addition of mayonnaise reduced total mastication time, number of chews until swallowing and increased eating rate of carrots. Although the effects were larger for carrots julienne than for carrot cubes (shape effect; $F = 262.3, p < 0.001$ for total mastication time; $F = 133.3, p < 0.001$ for number of chews; $F = 203.5, p < 0.001$ for eating rate), mayonnaise properties (fat content, viscosity) influenced mastication behavior towards C_1 and J_8 carrots in a similar way (no mayonnaise: shape interactions; $F = 1.4, p = 0.257$ for total mastication time; $F = 0.9, p = 0.439$ for number of chews; $F = 0.7, p = 0.576$ for eating rate). When comparing mayonnaises varying in fat content and viscosity, a significant decrease in total mastication time of carrots was observed for full fat (FF_HV) and low viscosity (LF_LV) mayonnaise ($p < 0.001$, $p < 0.001$), but not for low fat high viscosity (LF_HV) mayonnaise.

![Correlations among the carrot shape properties aspect ratio (on the left) and total surface area of all pieces (on the right) and the mastication behavior parameters total mastication time (A and B), number of chews (C and D) and eating rate (E and F). The dark-grey squares (■) represent the cube samples and the light-gray bars (...) represent the julienne samples. Pearson’s product-moment correlations (r) and p-values are shown in the graph.](image)

Fig. 2
Safe enough to be swallowed. Specific implications of these leading to shorter mastication times to form a bolus that is consequently triggered swallowing after shorter mastication faster carrot particle adherence due to the lower viscosity, and than the high viscous mayonnaise. This could be attributed to viscous mayonnaise shortened mastication of carrots more fat mayonnaises varying in viscosity (LF_HV and LF_LV), a low spite of a relative high amount of xanthan in the LF_HV subjects, in duplicate). Different lower case letters indicate significant differences between cube (C_1) without or with different mayonnaises (p < 0.05). Different capital letters indicate significant differences between julienne (J_8) without or with different mayonnaises (p < 0.05).

When comparing the high viscosity mayonnaises varying in fat content (FF_HV and LF_HV), the results indicate that full fat mayonnaise aids mastication of carrots more than low fat mayonnaise. It could be argued that oil increased lubrication or that oil adhered the carrot fragments more efficiently together than water, and subsequently triggered earlier swallowing. Another possible explanation might be that the presence of a relative high amount of xanthan in the LF_HV mayonnaise slowed down bolus formation. Although the mayonnaise had a similar viscosity profile as the FF-HV mayonnaise (Table 2), the LF_HV mayonnaise had a gummy structure, possibly causing slower adherence of the mayonnaise to the carrot particles. As a consequence, a higher effort was required to adhere carrot particles together compared to that of the full fat version, by which more time was needed to form a bolus that is safe to swallow. When comparing the low fat mayonnaises varying in viscosity (LF_HV and LF_LV), a low viscous mayonnaise shortened mastication of carrots more than the high viscous mayonnaise. This could be attributed to faster carrot particle adherence due to the lower viscosity, and consequently triggered swallowing after shorter mastication times. Hence, mayonnaises with a high fat content or a low viscosity adhered to and lubricated carrot particles better, leading to shorter mastication times to form a bolus that is safe enough to be swallowed. Specific implications of these findings will be discussed later in more detail (section 3.3).

The condiments seem to influence the eating behavior by affecting the bolus formation. To gain more insights into this effect, the carrot bolus properties (particle size, particle retention) at the moment of swallowing were determined (Fig. 4, Table 3). In case of carrots without mayonnaise, 0.5 g bolus of a carrot cube (C_1) consisted of 74 ± 4 particles with a \(d_{50}\) of 4.8 ± 0.3, whereas carrot julienne (J_8) consisted of 155 ± 6 particles with a \(d_{50}\) of 3.9 ± 0.2 mm\(^2\). The presence of mayonnaises clearly influenced carrot particle size distributions of both carrot cubes and carrots julienne (Fig. 4, Table 3). Carrots were broken down into a bolus consisting of fewer particles of larger sizes when any of the mayonnaises were added. On average, the influence of mayonnaise on the bolus properties of carrots was larger for carrots julienne (J_8) than carrot cubes (C_1) (mayonnaise : shape interaction effects; \(F = 14.2, p < 0.001\) for particle count; \(F = 7.0, p < 0.001\) for particle size; \(F = 3.3, p = 0.024\) for particle retention in bolus). In the case of carrots julienne (J_8) with FF_HV, LF_HV and LF_LV mayonnaise, 0.5 g of bolus consisted of 117 ± 6, 97 ± 4 and 114 ± 4 particles with a \(d_{50}\) of 5.9 ± 0.3, 7.5 ± 0.4 and 5.8 ± 0.3 mm\(^2\), respectively, which are fewer particles of much larger sizes than in the bolus without mayonnaise (155 ± 6 particles with a \(d_{50}\) of 3.9 ± 0.2 mm\(^2\)). In addition, the presence of mayonnaise increased the mass of carrot retained in the bolus for carrots julienne (J_8) (Table 3). Consequently, addition of mayonnaise decreased the mass of carrot lost (\(m_{\text{lost}}\)) during chewing carrots julienne. These results show that mayonnaises assist saliva in bolus formation of carrots. This is consistent with our previous hypothesis that mayonnaises increase bolus cohesiveness by adhering carrot pieces together and at the same time provide lubrication. Due to the larger surface area of the julienne, more particles were adhered by the mayonnaise and consequently included in the bolus. Due to the incorporation of the mayonnaise into the bolus, the carrot boli can be safely

![Fig. 3](image_url)
swallowed at larger particle sizes after shorter eating times. Although condiments are known to facilitate bolus formation of dry, low moisture content foods such as bread or crackers,\textsuperscript{20–22} this is the first time that condiments are shown to assist bolus formation of foods with a high moisture content without moisture absorbing capacity. Hence, the mechanism by which condiments facilitate bolus formation of carrier foods depends on the properties of the carrier foods. In the case of dry bread and crackers, the condiments provide moistening and softening. In the case of carrots, condiments are used to provide increased bolus cohesiveness. Providing lubrication seems to play a role in both dry and moist carrier foods and is therefore likely to be an important parameter in safe swallowing.

Mayonnaises varying in fat content and viscosity impacted the mastication behavior towards carrots differently. FF_HV and LF_LV mayonnaises significantly decreased the mastication effort (total mastication time, number of chews) required for the consumption of carrot cubes and carrots julienne (Fig. 3), whereas little effects were observed for LF_HV mayonnaise. Although the LF_HV mayonnaise had the lowest impact on mastication behavior, it largely influenced carrot bolus properties including carrot particle size and carrot retention in the bolus (Table 3). Addition of the LF_HV mayonnaise decreased the number of particles, increased the size of the particles and increased carrot retention in the bolus to a larger extent than the FF_HV and LF_LV mayonnaises. This shows that when carrots are consumed in combination with mayonnaise, it is not the particle size that determines the swallowing threshold.\textsuperscript{33} Instead other bolus properties such as lubrication or cohesiveness seem to dominate the swallowing threshold and trigger the urge to swallow.

As summarized in the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) bi-plot (Fig. 5), mastication behavior and bolus properties of carrots are mainly affected by carrot shape (PC1, 72.4%). Carrots julienne were chewed for a longer time with more chews to decrease the degree of structure (i.e. higher number of particles). As a consequence of this longer chewing time, less carrot was retained in the bolus likely due to intermediate swallows. However, when mayonnaise was added, the amount of carrots in the bolus was increased more for the julienne than for the cubes. The type of mayonnaise induced some smaller changes to the mastication behavior and bolus properties of carrots (PC2, 23.8%). 95%-confidence ellipses indicate that julienne without mayonnaise (J_8) differed significantly from all julienne-mayonnaise combinations, whereas cube without mayonnaise (C_1) differed significantly from cube with LF_HV mayonnaise only, and not from the FF_HV and LF_LV mayonnaise. These results indicate that mayonnaise had a larger impact on bolus formation of julienne carrots than for carrot cubes.

### 3.3 Practical implications

Practical approaches to increase vegetable consumption are desired, as many people do not meet the recommended daily intake of vegetables. Results showed that changing the shape of carrots affected mastication time (Fig. 1A) and eating rate (Fig. 1C), which are known to influence food intake within a meal.\textsuperscript{7,10–12} We observed that carrot cubes were consumed with less mastication effort (shorter mastication time, fewer chews) and with higher eating rates than julienne carrots. Furthermore, carrots cut into one large cube were consumed with lower mastication effort and higher eating rate than for small carrots already cut into smaller pieces. Hence, cutting vegetables in particular into elongated, julienne pieces (high aspect ratio, high surface area) prolongs mastication time, and slows down eating rate. This would potentially reduce vegetable intake. On the other hand, consuming vegetables in larger pieces may increase vegetable intake. Thus, vegetable shape influences eating rate and potentially influences vegetable intake. It has to be noted that changing vegetable properties within one bite (standardized eating) can be different
from changing vegetable properties in a snack or a complete meal consisting of multiple bites (free eating). Recently, Goh et al. (2017) and Liem et al. (2019) investigated ad libitum intake of carrots served as whole carrots (unit size: ∼70 g) and carrot cubes (unit size: ∼10 g). They found that children consumed more of the whole carrots than of the diced carrots, which is in agreement with our hypothesis.18,19 However, the properties of one bite are expected to be relatively similar for whole carrots and carrot cubes (i.e. one large piece that is easy to place between the teeth or molars), and the difference in intake between whole carrots and carrot cubes is therefore not likely to be due to a difference in mastication effort as was seen for the carrot cubes and julienne carrots. Other mechanisms such as an increased consumption effort (a consumer has to collect smaller carrots more often than whole carrots) or an effect of unit size (the larger the meal, the more consumers tend to eat) are likely to be involved in the total intake between whole carrots and carrot cubes. Even though different mechanisms underlie consumption of carrots varying in shape and size, we recommend to consume carrots as a whole or pre-cut into large pieces to increase carrot intake. The present study assessed raw carrots only, which are hard vegetables with a uniform structure that can be easily cut into pieces of a well-controlled size and structure. Generalization to other vegetables such as vegetables with a non-uniform structure (e.g. cucumbers, tomatoes) and softer vegetables (e.g. cooked vegetables, avocados) should therefore be adopted with care. Although we investigated carrots only, we believe that the general concept holds for other vegetables and fruits. Changing the shape of the vegetable can be easily implemented by vegetable producers and/or adopted by consumers, and could therefore be a promising strategy to increase vegetable intake among the population.

Another relatively simple approach to increase vegetable consumption could be to provide a condiment together with the vegetable, since we observed that addition of mayonnaises to raw carrots shortened mastication time (Fig. 3A) and increased eating rate (Fig. 3C). This approach is therefore also expected to increase vegetable intake. Addition of mayonnaises contributes to faster bolus formation by providing lubrication and adhering the carrot pieces together. Thus, to increase vegetable and energy intake, we recommend to consume vegetables accompanied by condiments. This strategy might unfortunately bring also an increase of the calorie intake, which is usually not desirable. However, such an increase in both vegetable and energy intake is desired among the elderly population since they are at risk of undernutrition.34,35 Ageing induces changes in oral physiology and mastication efficiency, and elderly chew solid foods longer and with more chews than the younger population.9,36 When designing foods targeting the elderly population, it is important to be aware that pre-cutting foods does not necessarily decrease mastication effort;
it can even increase mastication effort. As discussed above, adding condiments to solid foods, in particular those condiments with a low viscosity or a high fat content, aids chewing and is expected to facilitate increased food intake of older consumers with decreased eating capabilities.

Next to food intake, nutrient absorption from vegetables into the human body is important to assure the beneficial impact of nutrients on human health. As discussed before, initial carrot shape, and the presence and type of mayonnaise affect carrot particle sizes at the moment of swallowing (Fig. 4, Table 3). We speculate that this might have important implications for the bioaccessibility of micronutrients present in carrots, such as α-carotene, β-carotene, vitamin K and vitamin B6. For raw carrots, it has been shown that carotene bioaccessibility increases when carrot particle sizes decrease at the moment of swallowing, and is expected to facilitate increased food intake of older consumers with decreased eating capabilities.

Fig. 5 Principal component analysis (PCA) of the bolus parameters of carrot cubes (C_1, □) and carrots julienne (J_8, ■) without mayonnaise and with different mayonnaises (full fat/high viscosity (FF_HV), low fat/high viscosity (LF_HV), low fat/low viscosity (LF_LV)) at 100% of total mastication time. Mastication behavior parameters are plotted as supplementary variables (blue lines). The individuals map (samples) is shown on the left, and the variables map (attributes) is shown on the right. The ellipse level of confidence was 0.95.

4. Conclusions

This study highlights that carrot shape has a large impact on mastication effort required to safely swallow carrots. Carrots cut in one large cube required the shortest chewing time and the least chews among all pre-cut carrots (cubes and julienne). Carrot cubes were chewed for a shorter time, with fewer chews and with higher eating rate than carrots julienne with similar number of pieces and an equal total weight. Aspect ratio and surface area increase with pre-cutting and are higher for julienne than for cube carrots. Consequently, more chewing and more saliva is needed to break down and pack the carrot particles together to form a lubricated and cohesive bolus that is safe to swallow. Furthermore, addition of mayonnaise reduced total mastication time until swallowing and increased eating rate of both carrot cubes and carrots julienne. Carrots were swallowed with less particles of larger sizes when mayonnaises were added. A specific particle size is therefore not a prerequisite to induce swallowing. This indicates that other bolus properties such as lubrication or cohesiveness rather than carrot particle size triggered the urge to swallow. In particular, full fat mayonnaise and low viscous mayonnaise lubricated and adhered carrot particles more than low fat high viscosity mayonnaise, leading to shorter mastication times and a lower number of chewing cycles to form bolus that can be safely swal-
allow. We conclude that oral processing behavior towards carrot-mayonnaise combinations is mainly affected by carrot shape and to a smaller extent by the presence and type of mayonnaise. These results suggest that relatively small changes in the vegetable or condiment properties can largely alter consumption time and eating rate, which could be an effective strategy to increase vegetable consumption or to decrease mastication effort to target the elderly population.
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